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Relationship between external features and the EEG signals of 

an installation artist

• It was determined which of the EEG features were the most correlated with each of the three external features (high 

temperature, humidity, and time of year). 

• Electroencephalography (EEG) is a technique used to 

examine electrical signals in the brain.

• Jo Ann Fleischhauer, an installation artist, wore a dry 

EEG cap several days a week for 18-months as part of a 

longitudinal mobile brain-body imaging (MoBI) study.

• The overarching purpose of this research is to determine 

what, if any, effect the weather has on brain activity and 

EEG signals.

• EEG has been used in a variety of different fields: medical as 

well as expanding our knowledge in the neuroscience field. 

• The Brain on Art project is thought to be one of the longest 

EEG studies to be done in a real-world setting.

• If mobile brain-body devices are to be used in the real world, 

it is important for us to understand how they behave in the 

real world; Fleischhauer’s study is a good example of this.
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Experimental Significance

• It can be remarked that general changes in temperature have an 

effect on the frontal, temporal, and parietal lobes more so than 

any other region of the brain.

• The P3, P8, T4, and F8 EEG channels were the most correlated 

with either high temperature, humidity, or time of year.

• All of these four channels were found to be 95th percentile most 

correlated channels with the external features.

• All of the channels found to be between 95th and 100th percentile 

had high r values (greater than 0.30) and low p values (less 

than 0.01).

• The strong correlation, either negative or positive between 

increased temperature and time of year with the temporal, parietal, 

and frontal lobes suggests that environmental external factors 

do, in fact, have an effect on brain activity.

• It can also be inferred that specifically temperature, which goes 

hand-in hand with time of year, has more of an effect on brain 

activity than percentage humidity.

Conclusion
• Main findings:

o An increase in temperature was most correlated with the left P3 alpha band

o Humidity was most correlated with the right P8 alpha band.

o Time of year was most correlated with the right T4 delta band.

o Both high temperature and time of year were negatively correlated with channels in the frontal region.

o Both high temperature and as well as the time of year were negatively correlated with activity in the frontal region.
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Figure X. A visual representation of the correlation 

matrix containing the correlation coefficients of all 

EEG features and external features

Figure A. Scatter plot showing the 

correlation between high 

temperature and the percentage of 

power in the left P3 alpha band.

Figure B. Scatter plot showing the 

correlation between humidity and 

the percentage of power in the right 

P8 alpha band.

Figure C. Scatter plot showing the 

correlation between the time of year 

and the percentage of power in the 

right T4 delta band
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Man wearing a wet 

EEG cap
Dry EEG cap used 

by Fleischhauer

Figure D, parts a, b, and c show Fleischhauer wearing 

EEG cap while doing various activities

Figure B. Fleischhauer 

cooking with EEG cap

Diagram of channel locations 

on EEG cap used by 

Fleischhauer

Diagram showing 

different regions of 

the brain
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Step 1: 
Create a feature matrix 

containing all the EEG data 

(percentage of power)

Step 2:
Create a median value 

matrix containing the 

median values of the 

feature matrix

Step 3:
Create a correlation matrix 

containing the r values of 

all EEG features and 

external features

Step 4:
Determine which EEG 

features have r values 

between the 95th and 100th

percentile

a b c

Figure A. Sample of 

Fleischhauer’s EEG data

Figure C. Shows the research process, beginning with 

data collection in a natural setting, analysis, and 

leading to improved BMI technology
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Figure Z. Represents each of the five 

frequency domain features extracted 

from the 18 months worth of EEG data.

• Feature computation was done before, and aided in, 

creating the feature matrix containing all of 

Fleischhauer’s data. 

• During feature computation, the five frequency 

domain features, shown in figure Z, were computed. 

• Each in a specific frequency band power range.


